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To whom it may concern, not many according to this absurd plan .

I have lived in Vaughan for over 34 years. It was once a great suburb to live and enjoy life. It has now become a city
of its own. I get it things need to progress. However, the growth that has already happened has destroyed Vaughan
mainly Woodbridge. The amount of traffic, crime(which doesn’t get reported) strain on education, Strain on health
care, strain or infrastructure etc etc. I don’t want to live in Vaughan any longer. And neither do most of my relatives
and friends. We moved here to get away from the city, and hog politicians and greedy builders keep forcing it down
our throats. My father doesn’t feel safe walking in his own Neighbourhood as he’s been approached by pieces of shit
attempting to rob him. My sister wants to seek her suv due to all the car thefts and car jackings by the same pieces of
shit that don’t want to work and feed off the hard working backs of Woodbridge and Vaughan. Punishment enforced
by governments is a joke and criminals are aware of it. This didn’t happen years ago. Yes transit is good but it also
brought shit to this city. Now you want to add I believe 35 towers to one corner of the city. Are you guys
serious???? Plus all the other purposes towers being considered. What a joke this has become. I don’t buy this infill
bullshit that’s being talked about. Just look around Woodbridge and maple. It’s pathetic. Thankfully I have a few
more years till my children finish school, then I’m gone. I know you not anyone else at city hall don’t give a shit.
But I wanted to tell you. Go look what Toronto has become. It’s a shit hole except for a few neighborhoods that are
surrounded by garbage. Good on all you greedy politicians and builders. Watch what this once beautiful town will
become. Crime and over populated dump. Just look at the 20 20 lounge that has had over 3-4 shootings or assaults in
a couple of years. The street beggars that stand at 7 and Weston rd, 7 and 400. The beg for money while on there
cell phones and then leave garbage where they stood. Traffic that doesn’t quit even with that wasted bus lanes on 7,
major mac, Rutherford, Weston rd and islington. You want to promote family life. Well how can u raise a family in
a condo?? How about you build houses that have a backyard and a driveway and streets that can allow cars to
properly pass. I know this will fall upon deaf ears, but I will use this to watch my property increase in value then sell
and leave this city and take my money and spending to a small community far away from transit and disgusting
growth.

Regards,

Frustrated citizen of Vaughan

Sent from my iPhone
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